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An interesting story of Kamala Devi hazarika for all Sanatanis...■

A Xtian missionary was sent to Assam for the promotion of religion. His name was

Cruz. He came across to one the boys from an influential family in Assam to teach

him English.
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The p@stor slowly began to study the house and he learned that the boy's grandmother was the most influential person in

the house. So he thought 'Corrupting the grandmother's mind can make the whole family Xtian as well as the whole village.
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The p@stor began to tell Grandma the stories of how J€$u$ cured leprosy of lepers, how He gave sight to the blind, etc..But

after listening to him, the strong Sanatani grandmother said. A stone turned into a living woman (Ahalya) for our Rama when

he touched the stone.
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She spoke of Rama setu where stones floated in sea just by writing his name on the stones and that they are still floating

today.

The p@stor continued his efforts but all his tricks went in vain.
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One day he had brought a cake from the church and he thought of offering it to grandmother but he was doubtful that she

would eat it. But contrary to his expectation, she took the cake and ate it.
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Feeling triumphant, the p@stor told 'Grandmother, you are eating the prasad of ■ you are now a Xtian. I hereby convert you

to Xtianity', he said. The grandmother pulled the pa$tor by the ear and told him- ' How big a donkey you are..!!!
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If I am a Xtian for just eating a piece of cake. I feed you from my house every day so why don't you become a Hindu ? You 

consume the food, air and water every day of this sanatani land then you have become a Hindu long back by this 

logic.'..P@$tor ultimately lost. 
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Like this the great lady played an instrumental role in saving the Nation from being misled and also prevented many

Assamese from being converted. After this she known as the famous revolutionary of Assam...■

#hinduism

#SayNotoConversion

#SanatanaDharma
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